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Abstract

The wireless ad hoc network (WANET) is a type of wireless network in which some nodes are de-
centralized as well as self-organized in a wireless local area network. In recent years, insider threats
increasingly damage the works not only in computer information systems, but also many wireless
communications systems e.g. WANETs. We must take into consideration that the majority of insider
threats come from users who are fully authorized to use the WANET systems they are accessing. Due
to these kinds of situations, a Cooperative Trust Bit-Map Routing Protocol (CTBRP) using an n-Bits
Cooperative Trust Bit-Map Routing Table (n-CTBRT) is proposed to be used against insider threats
in WANETs. This CTBRP proposes using a Generic Algorithm in this paper for establishing coop-
erative evaluating trust values. Each node evaluates her/his neighboring nodes in order to reduce the
untrusted routes. Thus, it could reduce the damage away from the insider threats in a WANET. This
approach is one of behavioral-based techniques. In fact, the compromised nodes or selfish nodes or
non-honest nodes will be evaluated as having low trust values or scores. Once a relay node had been
compromised or damaged by insider threats in this WANET, the communication system will use this
approach to find out about it according to its abnormal behaviors. Therefore, the proposed routing
protocol in the WANET could evaluate the wrongful behaviors of the compromised node or a selfish
node efficiently in order to prevent InTs.

Keywords: cooperative routing protocol, trust routing protocol, wireless ad hoc network

1 Introduction

A wireless ad hoc network (WANET) is a type of wireless network in which some nodes are self-
organized in a wireless local area network [16, 14, 3]. In recent years, many researchers are [16, 14,
15, 7, 6] focusing on either trust-based routing algorithms for improving the networking security and
relative performances. The primary purposes in security are to identify the potential attacks, threats, and
vulnerabilities of WANET systems [9, 10]. In general, threats in the WANET can be classified as either
passive or active [9, 10]. Some passive attacks do not disrupt the operations of an WANET communica-
tions system, but attempt to learn information about WANET communications by eavesdropping [9, 10].
Although difficult to detect, some passive attacks cause less damage if well designed confidentiality
mechanisms are adopted [2, 8]. In addition, some active threats could be further divided into outside
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threats and insider threats (InTs). Some outside threats are launched by attackers who are not equipped
with the main key materials in a WANET communications system, while InTs are those from compro-
mised nodes that hold the main key materials. In fact, most insider threats are actually the work of people
with authorized access to WANET communications systems or information, not hackers. Consider the
that the majority of insider threats come from users who are fully authorized to use the systems they are
accessing [11]. Because of the fact that cyber security can do little to stop them, it is very difficult to
detect malicious uses by the authorized users. Compared to the outside threats, the InTs obviously cause
more serious damage to WANETs.

The concepts from the domain of Trusted Computing [12, 9, 10, 5] can be applied to the example
of WANETs in order to establish extended trust capabilities between mobile devices. The communica-
tions between directly connected mobile devices of WANETs are protected by cryptographic protocols
making use of trusted mechanisms that serve as the guardian on mobile devices. Furthermore, some at-
tempts [3, 4, 2, 8] have been also proposed for adapting to the particular circumstances mentioned above.
For instance, two proposed routing protocols in [3, 4] designed the event-driving or role-based routing
protocols for more flexibility in adapting to the particular circumstances. In their schemes [3, 4, 2, 8],
each node will periodically broadcast a ”hello message” in order to discover neighboring nodes. They
also need a border node acting as a knowledge discovery (KD) agent [3, 4, 2, 8] for each event or role.
It is used to deliver the network topology messages, and then gather the reply information in order to
collect the n-bits map routing table (n-BMRT) [3, 4, 2, 8]]. There are not only the conventional and
power-aware routing protocols, but also the protocols [16, 14, 3, 15, 7, 4, 2, 8] that are mainly focused
on the hop number, power consumption or traffic of a route, respectively. They did not consider the issue
of how to practically evaluate the trust values for trust bit-map routing in order to reduce the damage
for InTs in a WANET. In order to cope with these factors at the same time, a Trust-Based Cooperation
Bit-Map Routing Protocol (TCBRP) was proposed by H.-C. Chen et al in [5] using an n-bits Trust-Based
Cooperation Bit-Map Routing Table (n-TCBRT) in the WANETs. The main contribution in [5] is the
first investigation of the n-Bits map routing protocol using trust-based cooperative cross-layer technol-
ogy, which copes with not only mobility, power consumption and real traffic, but also trust evaluation on
the maintained routes.

However, the detection of InTs have to use not only technicalities in cryptographic protocols but also
behavioral-based techniques. The research works [12, 9, 10, 5] mentioned above could not fully support
the InTs in WANETS. Therefore, a Cooperative Trust Bit-Map Routing Protocol (CTBRP for short,
hereafter) using an n-Bits Cooperative Trust Bit-Map Routing Table (n-CTBRT) is also proposed in this
paper for ensuring the trusted routing table is in order to reduce the damage from the InTs in WANETs.
Specifically, the Generic Algorithm is employed in this paper for cooperatively evaluating trust scores.
Therefore, the malicious nodes or selfish nodes or non-honest nodes will be evaluated to show their low
scores in the trust values in the WANET communication system.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In section 2, we introduce the related works.
In section 3, we first present the cooperative trust route selection based on the genetic algorithm. Then,
the discussions and security analyses are described in section 4. Finally, we draw our conclusions in
section 5.

2 Related Works

In this section, the traditional GA Algorithm is described as below.
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2.1 GA Algorithm

Genetic Algorithms (GAs) [1, 13] are the computational approaches that play a critical role in the emerg-
ing new branch of biology known as functional genomics [1]. GAs were first proposed by Holland [1]
and more recently reviewed and enhanced by Goldberg [1]. A GA maintains a population of candidate
solutions for the problem at hand, and makes it evolve by iteratively applying a set of stochastic opera-
tions consisting of selection operation, recombination operation and mutation operation [13]. Selection
replicates the most successful solutions found in a population at a rate proportional to their relative qual-
ity [13]. Recombination decomposes two distinct solutions and then randomly mixes their parts to form
novel solutions [13]. Mutation randomly perturbs a candidate solution [13]. An example of a simple GA
[13] is described as below. A flow chart of a simple GA procedure is presented s below as well as shown
in Fig. 1.

Step 1: Produce an initial population of individuals;
Step 2: Evaluate the fitness of all individuals;
Step 3: while (termination condition not met) do

S3.1: Select appropriate individuals for reproduction;
S3.2: Crossover operation between individuals;
S3.3: Mutate individuals;
S3.4: Evaluate the fitness of the modified individuals;
S3.5: Generate a new population;

end
Step 4: End;

Algorithm 1: Simple GA Procedure

2.2 Review of Trust-Based Cooperation Bit-Map Routing Protocol

The Trust-Based Cooperation Bit-Map Routing Protocol (TCBRP) using an n-bits Trust-Based Coop-
eration Bit-Map Routing Table (n-TCBRT, for short) for Ad Hoc Networks was proposed in [5]. It
assumed that there are m nodes, collected to a set denoted as N = {N1,N2, ...,Nm}, number of N is noted
as m = |N|, in a WANET. Within the m nodes there are some nodes acting as border nodes, where the
border node NBr ∈ N have enough power and computing ability. It is the node which could generate an
n-TCBRT.

Each node will broadcast the ”hello packet” to its neighbors in a specific signal range. For instance,
node N j ∈ N broadcasts the hello packet, in which the format is shown as Fig 2, to node N j ∈ N, j 6= i.
When node N j receives the hello packet, it will measure its signal strength Rxi, j. The node N j will also
do the calculations via Procedure 1 [5] as seen below.

Procedure 1:

Step 1: The reception node N j calculates the reception rate RR j and transmission rate T R j on the current
sampling time tk.

Step 2: The reception node N j calculates the cooperative factors E1st
i, j ,E

2nd
i, j ,E3rd

i, j , ...,E
l−th
i, j , which are

dependent on the limitation of the topology. The cooperative factors [5] are calculated as seen
fig. 3.

where pi is the node Ni’s remaining power, pmax
i is the node Ni’s initial power, T Hh,h ∈ {1,2,3, ..., l}

is the threshold value dependent on the transmission distances. The cooperative condition function fc(•)
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Figure 1: Flow chart of simple GA procedure.

Figure 2: An example of hello packet format[5].

[5] is defined in the equation (1) as below.

fc(Rxi, j,RR j,T R j, pi, p j, pmax
i , pmax

j ) = Rxi, j×
T R j

RR j
× pi

pmax
i
×

p j

pmax
j

(1)

Step 3: The reception node N j will broadcast the ‘reply packet’ as shown in Fig. 4 to the sender node Ni
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Figure 3: The cooperative factors.

including its neighbors.

Figure 4: An example of reply packet format.

The node N j will reply with the ‘reply packet’, individually, back to node Ni with the format as below,
where the symbol ”‖” denotes the concatenation operator to connect the fixed length of the messages.

Step 4: After receiving the reply packet messages from neighboring nodes, the node Ni then generates
the neighbor information and gathers them into a cooperative neighbor information table, see Ta-
ble 1. All nodes are connected under the satisfying cooperative condition E1−st

i, j as shown in Fig. 5.
After having been broadcasted, all hello packets will be collected by all nodes. Next, a cooperative
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neighbor information table (CNI Table) will be generated. An example of a CNI table is shown in
Table 1.

Figure 5: Each node is evaluated in its cooperative condition to determine whether it is satisfying a
cooperative evaluation Ex−th

i, j ,x ∈ {1,2,3,4}.

Table 1: The neighbors’ information table under satisfying cooperative condition for a node Nk.

Step 5: After receiving the cooperative factors E1st
i, j ,E

2nd
i, j ,E3rd

i, j , ...,E
l−th
i, j in the reply packet sent by node

N j ∈ N, j 6= i, the node Ni will calculate the cooperative scores by equation (2), individually.
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si, j = fs(E1st
i, j ,E

2nd
i, j ,E3rd

i, j , ...,E
l−th
i, j ) (2)

where fc(•) is a type of evolution function.

Step 6: Each node is evaluated in its cooperative condition as shown in Fig. 5 to determine whether
it is satisfying a cooperative evaluation Ex−th

i, j ,x ∈ {1,2,3,4} after all hello packets having been
broadcasted and collected by the border node.

Step 7: Node Ni ∈ N or border node Nbr ∈ N also collects the trust cooperative evaluations from other
neighboring nodes. Next, the border node Nbr ∈N will generate the n-TCBRT as shown in Table 2.

Table 2: The n-TCBRT.

3 Cooperative Trust Route Selecting Based On the Genetic Algorithm

In this section, we formulate the network model, the trust evaluation model, as well as the evolution
function using the GA approach in order to establish an integrating trusted platform for the WANET in
cyberspace.

3.1 Network Model

A typical WANET consists of a trust agent (TA) and a large number of nodes which are randomly de-
ployed at a certain interest area within cyberspace. It assumes that there are m nodes plus a TA node
named as NTA in a WANET, all part of a collected set denoted as N = {N1,N2, ...,Nm}∪ {NTA}. The
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number of N is noted as |N| = m+ 1. Each node Ni ∈ N is stationary in a location. For differentia-
tion purposes, each node has a unique nonzero identifier which is assumed in this paper. Moreover, the
communication is bidirectional in which two nodes within their wireless transmission range (TR) may
communicate with each other. The TA node, is a trustable and powerful device. It has sufficient com-
putational and storage capabilities and is responsible for the reputation computing of all participating
nodes, maintaining the trust evaluations, and updating the trust-based bit-map table to defend malicious
or untrusted insider threats from some compromised nodes. The example initial state of topology in
cyberspace is shown as Fig. 6.

Figure 6: Initial state of topology in cyberspace.

3.2 Trust Evaluation Model

When a source node Ni ∈ N intends to send the data packet to the destination node N j ∈ N, it will select
immediate nodes which have the highest cooperative score and trust value with lowest cost routing path.
After finding all immediate nodes

{
Nk|Nk ∈ [Ni↔ N j]

}
belonging to the routing path [Ni↔ N j] as shown

in equation (3) according to the initial n-TCBRT, the node will send the data packet to the destination
node via some immediate selected nodes. Procedure 2 [5] will ensure that the immediate node truly
forwards the data packet after receiving it from the source node, and also judge whether the neighbor is
selfish or unselfish.

[Ni↔ N j] = [Ni↔ Ni+1 ‖ Ni+1↔ Ni+2 ‖ ... ‖ N j−1↔ N j] (3)

where (Ni↔Ni+1) is the starting path, (N j−1↔N j) is the target path, (Ni+x↔Ni+x+1) is an intermediate
path except starting path and target path.
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Procedure 2:

Step 1: After receiving the data packet from a source node Ni, the immediate node Nk will deliver the
data packet to the next best immediate node and reply with an acknowledgement packet which the
format refers to in Fig. 4. Ni The node and the previous immediate node will perform the trust
evolution function [5], output the new trust values τ1st

i, j ‖τ2nd
i, j ‖τ3rd

i, j ‖...‖τ
l−th
i, j , and gather them into

her/his neighbor evolution information table, as shown in Table 3.

Table 3: The Updated n-TCBRT.

The node or the immediate node calculates the trust evolution values by equation (4), individually.

τi, j = fT (s1st
i, j ,s

2nd
i, j , ...,s

l−th
i, j ) (4)

where fT (•) is a type of evolution function, where Genetic Algorithms (GAs) will be deployed and
described later in the following paragraphs.

Step 2: Once all nodes have gathered all reply packets, the neighbor evolution information table will be
updated.

Step 3: Then, the TA node NTA will broadcast periodically the query message with updated trust values
to all neighboring nodes, in order to collect the information for constructing the network topology
while satisfying the distinct cooperative score and updated trust evolution values.

3.3 Evolution Function using the GA Approach

In this section, the evolution function using the GA approach will be proposed. Thus, the goal of the
trusted route selection, the chromosome code, initial population, fitness function and genetic operations
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are formulated in order to establish a cooperative trusted routing path. Finally, Example 1 is also pro-
posed in this section.

3.3.1 The Goal of the Trusted Route Selection

Due to the trusted route selection works in the WANETs including some dynamic malicious nodes, the
goal of routing protocol is that any node could seek movement way from the initial node to the target node
via the cooperative trusted evaluation procedure. This approach must meet the following conditions: (1)
Does not have any collision with any malicious node; (2) Should be shortest.

3.3.2 Chromosome Code

The route is composed of consecutive path segments which are joined with a starting node, intermediate
nodes and a target node. Corresponding to a path is an individual chromosome in the population. The
path of the individual chromosome is expressed with a broken line which is joined with an uncertain
number of nodes.

3.3.3 Initial Population

The initial population is produced according to the stochastic way; the given maximum hop of the indi-
vidual is m−1 in advance, individual hop x ∈ {1,2, ...,m−1}. There are 1

2(m×m−1) fiducially marks
which are (N1 ↔ N2),(N1 ↔ N3), ...,(N2 ↔ N3),(N2 ↔ N4), ...,(Nm−1 ↔ Nm) produced stochastically
according to the following steps: embark from the initial node which launches a transmission request, a
node adjacent to the initial node is selected stochastically as the next hop in the signal coverage area, so
repeatedly, until the target point is found.

3.3.4 Fitness Function

Fitness function measures a good degree of each individual in the community to close the optimal solu-
tion in the evolution computation. The route of superior and inferior degrees is evaluated by the fitness
value of the chromosome in the genetic algorithm. Therefore, the Cooperative Trust Route Searching
Procedure (CTRS Procedure, for short) will be proposed in Procedure 4 later for construction of the fit-
ness function in order to meet the requirement of the cooperative trusted routing. The CTRS Procedure
will be described later.

3.3.5 Genetic Operations

Genetic operations include selection operation, crossover operation and mutation operation. These three
kinds of operations have been introduced in subsection 2.1 and their method choice to be adopted in our
algorithm.

Example 1:

It is assumed that the TA node NTA broadcasts the hello packet for discovering the trust-based topol-
ogy in the WANET. The format of the hello packet is shown in Fig. 7.

After receiving the hello packet from the TA node or the delivering packet from other neighboring
nodes, each node will update her/his CNI table and reply with the judged reputation packet which consists
of her/his neighboring reputation values back to the TA node. Then, the trust evaluation table will
be collected and created by a TA node as shown in Table 3. For instance, it assumed that there are
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Figure 7: An example of the hello packet format.

eight nodes plus a TA node in which the corresponding reputation values are judged by each other’s
neighboring nodes deployed in the WANET. After collecting all reputation values judged by each node,
the TA node will perform Procedure 3.

Procedure 3:

Step 1: Let x = 1 for initial cooperative condition;

Step 2: At first, the judged values of reputation under the cooperative condition Ex−th
i, j are formulated as

T
x−th(10)

i, j which are supposed and shown in Fig. 8.

Figure 8: The T
x−th(10)

i, j .

Step 3: Each column will be the computed average of the trust evaluation which is represented as the
reputation for each node. The average function of the trust evaluation is shown as equation (5).
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fi,ave =
1
m

m

∑
j=1, j 6=i

ti, j×w (5)

where 0 < w≤ 1 is the weight value decided by the system.

Step 4: Each decimal-based element in T
x−th(10)

i, j will be transferred to the binary-based element and into

T
x−th(2)

i, j . Thus, the T
x−th(2)

i, j is listed in Fig.9.

Figure 9: The T
x−th(2)

i, j .

Step 5: Each column will be sorted by the equation (6) as below.

Si = sortm
j=1, j 6=i (ti, j) = [ti, j] , j = 1,2, ...,m,∀i = 1,2, ...,n. (6)

Step 6: Each column j will perform the genetic operations as shown in the three steps as below.

Step 6-a: Selection operation

After sorting the T
x−th(2)

i, j , the top 6 nodes with each having an evaluated value larger than fi,ave in
Fig. 10.a except the evaluated node herself/himself will be selected into three pairs in order to perform a
crossover and mutation operation. For instance, the top 6 nodes consist of three pairs, {(N4,N8),(N5,N3),
(N6,N7)}, are selected in column 1. Then, the details of the crossover and mutation operation are de-
scribed as below:

Figure 10: For columns 2 to 8, the steps are same as Step 6-a, Step 6-b and Step 6-a.
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Figure 11: Crossover operation.

Step 6-b: Crossover operation (shown in Fig. 11)

The details of the crossover operation as shown in Fig. 10.a, Fig. 10.b, and Fig. 10.c.

Step 6-c: Mutation operation (shown in Fig. 12)

Figure 12: Mutation operation.

Step 7: Finally, the cooperative trust evaluations will be obtained by the TA node as shown in Fig. 5.
The T Mx−th2

i, j is shown in Fig. 13.

Figure 13: The T Mx−th2
i, j .
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Step 8: If x < 1 then x = x+1 and go to Step 2;

Step 9: After collecting and performing steps 2 through 8, the judged values of the reputation under all
possible cooperative conditions Ex−th

i, j ,∀x = 1,2, ..., l will be updated into Table 2 as Table 3 for
providing the updated n-TCBRT table.

Step 10: Ca will broadcast the n-TCBRT table to each node in the WANET.

Procedure 4: CTRS Procedure

When a node wants to deliver data to another node, the source node will compute a route to the
destination node by using the CTRS Procedure, for short and referring the latest n-TCBRT. Next, it
could quickly establish the connection via this route. The n-TCBRT represents a graph which shows the
network topology. The CTRS Procedure for the route searching process is illustrated below. It is able
to find the best neighbors for the route according to CTRS Procedure and updating the n-TCBRT, which
has the highest cooperative trust evaluation with the lowest route cost.

The detail CTRS Procedure is shown in Fig 14 and Fig 15.

4 Discussions and Security Analyses

In this section, we analyze the security of the CTRS Procedure with respect to our main design goal for
preventing and also reducing the damages from the InTs in the WANETs.

4.1 Filtering compromised node and selfish or non-honest node

It is assumed that if a relay node Nk, in a determined route in which two nodes Ni and N j want to
deliver the packet data to each other, is compromised or damaged by insider threats in this WANET
communication system, then its neighboring nodes will also examine themselves to determne whether
a compromised node or a selfish node may have altered its behavior in practice. For instance, upon
checking many packet data or query messages sent to the other nodes, there are always no deliveries
or no response, which often leads to losing the packet data or query fail. Specifically, the cooperative
trust evaluation could provide protection by the high-score route in the CTRS Procedure for the delivery
process in order to prevent InTs.

The CTRS Procedure proposed in this paper is a special type of behavioral-based technique that
incorporates the designed cooperative trust evaluation to cope with compromised nodes and selfish nodes.
Precisely speaking, all the packet data will be routed within only trusted nodes having the high scores of
cooperation evaluations which are periodically measured and then updated by all the cooperative nodes.
It has the ability to locate and filter the compromised node and selfish or non-honest node mentioned
above.

Moreover, upon receiving the periodically broadcasted the query message with updated trust evalua-
tion values by other node, each node will also update her/his CNI table. Finally, the n-TCBRT maintained
by each node will be immediately updated and synchronized as referred to in the CNI table.

In the other words, if a source node Ni sends a packet data to the destination node N j, the packet
data will be delivered according to the CTR set outputted by Procedure 4. Then, the source node Ni is
able to send a packet data to the destination node N j along with the CTR set including a primary route
together with some candidate routes. If any relay node finds something wrong in the routing process,
it means that there are some insider threats in the routing environment. Therefore, the relay node will
update the CNI table and report to the TA node in order to update the n-TCBRT. Finally, the new route
table will be kept on the highest cooperative evaluations with lowest route cost again. Therefore, the
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Input: Source node iN ; Destination node jN ; n ;
Output: A set of cooperative trust route (CTR set, for short );
Begin

Step 1 Let the nodes iN and jN for the x-th cooperative evaluations, and the initial value be the 

matrix as following x l x ls s ...s ...s || ... ... ... ... || ... ... ;

Step 2 Let w ; let r iN N  and let k jN N  for initial value, where rN  and kN  are 
assumed as the variables of the relay node, and the notation “ A B ” means that the content 
of variable B is stored into the variable A ;

Step 3 Select the unchecked nodes rN , and perform the “AND” bitwise operation denoted as “ ”
with the nodes kN to find satisfactory cooperative evaluations on the n-TCBRT. Such that 

x-th x th
r,k r,ks , x , ,...x,...l , x , ,...x,...l equals to 

x x l ls || s || ...|| s || ...|| s ;

Step 4 Check the neighboring node to find the connectable route approved for the x-th cooperative 
evaluations; 

4a. If  x th x th
r ,k r ,ks , then there is a route approved for the x-th cooperative 

evaluations between the node rN and kN ; In addition, 
if the node k jN N  then the connectable route r k i jN N N N is found, 

where the notation “ x yN N ” means that the node xN  has a connectable 
route to the node yN ; then add the route r kN N  to the set of cooperative 
route vectors; and then proceed  to Step 6 ;  

unless  if it only finds the middle connectable route r kN N ; then add the route 

r kN N  to the set of cooperative route vectors; furthermore, select the next 

neighboring node x th
wN ,w , ,..., N satisfied the same x-th cooperative 

evaluations;  additionally, 
 if x thw N , let k wN N ; and then proceed  to Step 3;  

then go to Step 4b; 
end if; 

end if; 
Else if  

x th x th
r ,k r ,ks  then there is no route approved for the x-th cooperative 

evaluations between the node iN  to the node kN ; Select the next neighboring node
x th

wN ,w , ,..., N satisfied the same x-th cooperative evaluations; 

if x thw N , let k wN N ; and then proceed  to Step 3;  

else if  
then proceed  to Step 4b; 

end if; 
End if; 

4b. let x kN N  which acts as the immediate border node which satisfies  the same x-th 
cooperative evaluations; and let the value x x for the next external (x+1)-th 
cooperative evaluations; and find the yN which has the connectable route x yN N
to  the immediate border node. It then satisfies the next external (x+1)-th cooperative 
evaluations; also add the route x yN N  to the set of cooperative route vectors;

Figure 14: The CTRS Procedure (1).
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Step 5 Check the neighboring nodes of yN to find the connectable route as it  satisfies  the next 
external x -th cooperative evaluations; 

5a. Select an unchecked node zN which is the neighboring node of yN , and perform the 
“AND” operation with the node yN  depending on the n-TCBRT. Thus, the x -th 
cooperative evaluations of unchecked neighboring nodes between the nodes yN and zN is

as x th x th
y,z y,zs ;

If x th x th
y,z y,zs ; add the route y zN N  to the set of cooperative route 

vectors; and 
if the node z jN N , then proceed to Step 6 ;  
if it only find the middle connectable route y zN N ; then add the route 

y zN N  to the set of cooperative route vector; furthermore, select the next 

neighboring node x th
wN ,w , ,..., N satisfied the same x -th cooperative 

evaluations; moreover; additionally, 
if x thw N , let z wN N ; and then proceed to Step 5a;  

then go to Step 5b; 
end if; 

end if; 
End If 

Else if  
x th x th

y,z y,zs  then there is no route approved for the x -th cooperative 

evaluations between the node yN  to the node zN ; Select the next neighboring node
x th

wN ,w , ,..., N satisfied the same x -th cooperative evaluations; 

if x thw N , let z wN N ; and then proceed to Step 5a;  

else if  
then proceed to Step 5b; 

end if; 
End if; 

5b. let x zN N  which acts as the immediate border node and satisfies the same x th 
cooperative evaluations. Let the value x x represent the next external x
-th cooperative evaluations; and find the yN which has the connectable route

x yN N this is then the immediate border node which satisfies the next external

x -th cooperative evaluations; also add the route x yN N to the set of 
cooperative route vectors;

Step 6 Similarly, the cooperative evaluations route searching works in a  similar way until the route 

vector i j i i i i j jN N N N || N N || ...|| N N is found, when all 

possible neighboring nodes are checked for all of x -th cooperative evaluations, recursively;
Step 7 Output the set of CTRV including a primary route together with some candidate routes;

End;

Figure 15: The CTRS Procedure (2).
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CTRS Procedure proposed in this paper could filter the compromised node and selfish or non-honest
node in order to prevent the unexpected routing interruption and injected false route among any two
communication nodes in routing process.

4.2 Reduction of the damage from InTs in the WANETs

After periodically updating a new routing n-TCBRT table, the routing paths will be updated in order to
reduce the damages from InTs in the WANETs. It is assumed that there is a compromised node t Nk that
wants to compromise the routing task. Procedure 4 is proposed to generate a CTR set using the n-TCBRT.
Each node will broadcast periodically the query message with updated trust evaluation values to the TA
node in order to ensure that the relay nodes truly forward the packet data sent from the source node, and
also judge whether its neighbors are normal or have a compromised node, selfish node or unselfish node.
Upon receiving the periodically broadcasted query message with the updated trust evaluation values by
other nodes, each received node will also update its CNI table. Finally, the n-TCBRT maintained by
the TA node will be immediately updated and synchronized as referred to in the CNI table. Therefore,
each node will then check whether if many packet data or query messages sent to the neighboring node
will often leads to losing the packet data or having a failed query. To proactively prevent the various
malicious attacks, the TA node will periodically renew the n-TCBRT. Thus, this approach will prevent
some compromised nodes from inflicting further damage and will the damage from InTs in the WANETs.

4.3 Comparison with the TCBRP scheme

There are four items between the CTBRP and the TCBRP scheme [5] described in this subsection. The
compared results are shown in Table 4.

Table 4: The comparisons between the CTBRP and the TCBRP scheme.

5 Conclusions

We have considered that the majority of insider threats come from untrusted users who are fully autho-
rized to use the WANET systems they are accessing. The CTBRP using the n-CTBRT is proposed in this
paper for ensuring the trusted routing table in order to reduce the damages from InTs in the WANETs.
Specifically, the cooperation trust evaluation using the GA is employed in this paper for evaluating the
inside nodes which are fully authorized to communicate in the WANET. According to the CTBRP, the
source node could send the packet data to the destination node along with the CTR set of cooperative trust
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evaluations route vector including a primary route together with some candidate routes. This approach is
a type of behavioral-based evaluation technique. For example, the compromised node and the selfish or
non-honest node will be evaluated by its neighboring nodes. Once a relay node has been compromised or
damaged by insider threats in the WANET, it will attempt to damage any two nodes’ routing. Therefore,
the proposed CTBRP in this paper not only evaluates the behavior of the compromised node or a selfish
node, but also efficiently reduces the damages from InTs in the WANETs.
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